Acuity is the top-of-the-line large production switcher designed to handle the world’s most challenging live events.

**Features/Benefits**

- Up to 8 MEs with loads of keying power for maximum video processing capability in UHD and HD.

- MultiFeed provides huge configurable output capability with 6 Program and 2 Preview outputs on a single ME.

- Powerful MultiViewers can monitor 200 discrete video buses across up to 14 heads.

- Specialized I/O cards for total I/O processing - including frame syncs, format conversion, proc amps and SDR/HDR conversion.
LIVE EVENT MASTERY
Acuity’s immense switcher resources and unmatched device control of both Ross and third-party products have placed it at the core of the world’s most awe-inspiring stadium productions.

DOUBLEDOWN EFFICIENCY
DoubleDown panels are a premium Acuity option that doubles the number of key/aux bus assignment buttons for every ME row. This greatly accelerates operation of large I/O workflows in a fast-paced production, where shift functions to access mapped sources are undesirable.

12G MULTIPROCESSING CARDS
This module makes HD-to-UHD migration simple with hybrid 3G/12G connectivity, full HDR/WCG support, complete video processing resources, and additional monitoring.